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ROYAL PERTH HOSPITAL PROTECTION BILL 2013 — 
CERTIFICATES OF TITLE 

Statement 
HON NICK GOIRAN (South Metropolitan) [9.50 pm]: I rise to remind members of a number of most 
unsatisfactory events that arose on 8 September this year. On 8 September Hon Sue Ellery, the Leader of the 
Opposition in the Legislative Council, had conduct of a bill in this place, the Royal Perth Hospital Protection Bill 
2013. During the course of that debate, the house went into Committee of the Whole and I draw members’ attention 
to what transpired with regard to clause 3 of that bill. Clause 3 of the bill, for members who are unaware, deals with 
the definition of the term “Royal Perth Hospital”. I quote from the Hansard of 8 September 2016 — 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Clause 3 is a very important clause in this bill because it defines “Royal Perth 
Hospital”. I note in particular that it states that it means — 

… that part of the public hospital of that name situated on the land being any of the 
following — 

It then outlines in three paragraphs—(a), (b) and (c)—the different certificates of title that are said to 
make up Royal Perth Hospital. Is the member in a position to table for us those three certificates of 
title? 

What then transpired was an exchange between me and the honourable Leader of the Opposition during which, 
in essence, Hon Sue Ellery refused to table the certificates of title. The explanation provided by the Leader of the 
Opposition was that she did not have the certificates of title in front of her, which was quite understandable. 
I then asked if those certificates of title would be tabled at a later stage and the response from Hon Sue Ellery 
was — 

I was not going to respond to the question but I have now stood up, so I will. I am not in a position to do 
that. I am not sure how it would assist the member in any additional way. If the member thinks that to 
help him make up his mind he needs some particular bit of information that he could get only out of the 
certificates of title, he could perhaps explain what that is, but I do not have them and I am not in 
a position to seek them. 

My response was — 

As I indicated at the beginning, clause 3 defines a very important term. This clause defines what is 
meant by “Royal Perth Hospital”. The Leader of the Opposition in her private member’s bill to this 
chamber has indicated that this is how Royal Perth Hospital should be defined, and in particular 
indicates that it should be three certificates of title as outlined in the bill. The reason I ask the 
Leader of the Opposition to give some consideration to tabling those certificates of title is that if we are 
going to define “Royal Perth Hospital” in this way, surely we need to be confident that these are the 
correct certificates of title that make up Royal Perth Hospital. I accept that the Leader of the Opposition 
says that she does not have them in front of her at the moment; that is fine. I just ask whether she will 
table them so that we can have confidence that what we are saying is defining Royal Perth Hospital is 
actually correct. 

The dialogue continued for much of the rest of the consideration of that particular clause, all of which is to say 
that the honourable Leader of the Opposition refused my request that at some later stage she cite the certificates 
of title for herself and satisfy herself in her own mind that the certificates of title were correct, thereby making 
sure that the definition of “Royal Perth Hospital” was correct and, at that stage, consider tabling those certificates 
of title in the house. I repeatedly asked the honourable Leader of the Opposition, who had conduct of this bill, to 
give consideration to that and her consistent response was no. 

I have conducted my own research into this matter and I draw members’ attention to the answer to a question 
without notice I asked earlier today of the Minister for Planning representing the Minister for Health, which 
I quote from the uncorrected Hansard — 

I refer to the public hospital known as Royal Perth Hospital. Is any part of that hospital situated on land 
the subject of certificate of title, volume 2726, folio 337? 

For members who are unaware, the significance of certificate of title volume 2726, folio 337 is that, according to 
the honourable Leader of the Opposition—who had great confidence in the bill she was bringing to the house—
it was one of the critical certificates of title that we must all agree was going to define “Royal Perth Hospital”. 

The answer I got back from the hardworking Minister for Planning representing the Minister for Health was, 
again quoting from the uncorrected Hansard — 
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I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. Royal Perth Hospital’s certificate of 
title, volume 2726, folio 337, has been cancelled. 

The honourable Leader of the Opposition thought it was most important we should pass this bill; she was very 
confident that it was without fault and was uninterested in my requests to make sure we got the information 
right, but the bill is flawed. Clearly, it is ridiculous to suggest that Royal Perth Hospital can be defined by 
a series of certificates of title that do not even exist because they have been cancelled. 

Under the circumstances it is most unfortunate that the honourable Leader of the Opposition is away on urgent 
parliamentary business, but I hope that she will at some stage this week apologise to the house for this gross 
error that could have been rectified if a moment’s pause and good grace had been granted at the time, after 
repeated requests on my part to check this information; instead, we had a point-blank refusal to do so. I hope the 
honourable member will come to this house at some later stage this week and apologise. 

While I am on my feet, with regard to the same bill and the conduct of the Leader of the Opposition, I note that 
last Tuesday evening I rose in this place to draw to the honourable Leader of the Opposition’s attention an 
undertaking she had given. To use her words of 8 September 2016, it was “a perfectly reasonable commitment”; 
those were her four words. What was this perfectly reasonable commitment, one might ask. I remind members 
who may not have been here on 8 September 2016 or when I raised the matter again on 13 September 2016 that 
I asked the Leader of the Opposition if she would indicate who had been consulted on the bill, and the 
honourable Leader of the Opposition responded by saying — 

I am happy to raise the member’s query with my colleague after we have dealt with the bill today. 

I responded to that, and then the honourable Leader of the Opposition concluded by saying — 

If that is the way the member wants to move, I guess he can so move and test the will of the chamber. 
I think I have given a perfectly reasonable commitment. I am happy to take up his query with my 
colleague and provide him with that list.  

As I indicated last Tuesday, Mr President, the honourable Leader of the Opposition has provided me with no 
such list and she has provided me with no communication on this issue. Fast-forward another week, and still 
nothing has happened. The question I have is if the Leader of the Opposition wants to give—again, I use her 
words—“a perfectly reasonable commitment”, she should fulfil that commitment. The honourable Leader of the 
Opposition has made no effort since Thursday, 8 September 2016 to communicate with me and fulfil that 
commitment. Therefore, what conclusion can I draw? Were they hollow words at the time on 8 September 2016? 
An opportunity was taken by me on the next sitting day, 13 September, to remind the honourable Leader of the 
Opposition to fulfil the commitment, and still, one week later, nothing has been done. I indicate, Mr President, 
that if nothing is done this week, I intend to write to you to lodge a formal complaint about the conduct of the 
member. 

House adjourned at 10.01 pm 

__________ 
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